CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MR. WILLIAM SAHLLOFF

BEST OF BREED: GCH CH GEYSER CREEKS COWBOY CHROME; Norina & Clayton Shields
BEST OF WINNERS: NOT AWARDED
BEST OF OPPOSITE: NOT AWARDED
SELECT DOG: GCH CH SUEPYR’S EXTREME CLOSEUP; Sue Cole
BEST OWNER HANDLER: GCH CH SUEPYR’S EXTREME CLOSEUP; Sue Cole
NOHS BOB: GCH CH SUEPYR’S EXTREME CLOSEUP; Sue Cole
NOHS GR 4: GCH CH SUEPYR’S EXTREME CLOSEUP; Sue Cole
WINNERS DOG: NOT AWARDED (1 ENTRY, ABSENT)
WINNERS BITCH: NOT AWARDED (1 ENTRY, ABSENT)